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2016-2017 marks a milestone for the DUI Council of Lancaster County as 
we celebrate our 30th year of operation. Our ability to innovate and 
provide relevant education is necessary as we adapt to current substance 
use trends. As those trends evolve, the DUI Council remains focused on 
advocating and educating throughout Lancaster County in ways that reach 
the masses. We constantly seek out and establish working relationships 
with organizations that share our interests in promoting drug and alcohol 
prevention programming.  These partnerships allow for combined 
resources, staff, and ideas that achieve the goal of addressing alcohol and 
controlled substance use and abuse throughout Lancaster County. 

  
As the year wraps up, we welcome on board Tracy Linn, our new coordinator. Tracy comes to us as an 
already-engaged member of the staff at the Center for Traffic Safety. She is passionate in her advocacy 
for safe driving and areas of interest include distracted driving and DUI.  We are grateful for the 
knowledge, expertise and enthusiasm she brings to our group! 
  
In keeping with tradition. we ended our year with the annual Lancaster County DUI Awareness 
Conference. We are very proud to offer an opportunity to showcase local professionals with knowledge 
in the areas of law enforcement safety, legislation, education and treatment.  Members of the 
treatment and prevention, court-supervision and law enforcement communities come together to learn 
together, knowing that without a team effort, these is little chance of effecting change in our 
community. Year after year those with shared interests gather to learn and share. Additionally, we 
honor local law enforcement officers who model exemplary efforts throughout the year in their 
attempts to take impaired drivers off of Lancaster County roadways.  The conference is a very exciting 
event to plan as we look to develop new and innovative ways to empower the professionals in our 
community that truly have the ability to effect change. 

 
The DUI Council of Lancaster County continues to encourage everyone to actively participate in keeping 
the community safe. We invite you to join us for a meeting. Come learn what we are about. There is 
much work to be done. We are all in this together! 
 

Respectfully Submitted, 
 

Dana M. Pyne 
 

Dana M. Pyne 

President 
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History 
 

The Driving Under the Influence (DUI) Council of Lancaster County is in its 29th year of operation.   
Founded in 1987 by concerned professionals and citizens, the Council was established as a “Model 
County Program” – over a quarter of a century later, its structure and activities continue to be 
duplicated in other areas of the state.  Not every county is fortunate enough to have an assembly of 
dedicated people like those who constitute the DUI Council. 
 
Originally the Council was funded by a grant provided by the National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration with funds administered by the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation’s Center 
for Traffic Safety. Today, the majority of funding comes from the Lancaster County Drug and 
Alcohol Commission through a grant provided by the Pennsylvania Department of Health’s 
Department of Drug and Alcohol Programs.   
 
Our field of concentration is ever-evolving, and to keep on top of the problem, the Council is 
constantly adapting to new issues and challenges as they demand attention; often reflecting the 
identical issues targeted on the state and national level.  The Council focuses much of its energy on 
getting and keeping the impaired driver off the road, promoting responsible alcohol consumption 
through the designated driver program, and preventing underage drinking.  Much of what we do to 
address these issues is the direct result of research, data, environmental studies, policies, and proven 
strategies. 
 

Mission 
  

Reduce the incidences of impaired driving.   
 

Reduce the incidences of underage drinking, and limit accessibility to alcohol by youth. 
 

Dispel societal misperceptions about, and acceptance of, alcohol use (and misuse) by all 
demographics. 
 

Develop and implement drug/alcohol and underage drinking prevention activities and programs. 
 

Structure a public relations and education campaign to educate the citizenry of Lancaster County. 
 

Serve as a resource to Lancaster County employers, educators, law enforcement, health care 
providers, and civic & volunteer organizations. 
 

Membership 
 

Council membership is comprised of a diverse group of individuals from the community, each 
bringing substantial experience to the table.  These are our stakeholders – those who not only have a 
professional interest in seeing the Council’s goals met, but each one has an intense passion and 
ambition that enables the Council to achieve measurable outcomes.   
 
 
 

OVERVIEW 
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is free and open to anyone from the private or public sector to partner with us.  The Council meets 
the second Wednesday of each month at 8:30am. Meetings are currently held at Compass Mark (630 
Janet Avenue, Lancaster).  
 
 
 
The DUI Council determines its direction by adapting to trends in both impaired driving and underage drinking; 
paying close attention to national, state, and local statistics, research, available resources, and proven strategies. 

 
The following data is provided by the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, as compiled 
using law enforcement reportable crash reports. 
 

 

IMPAIRED DRIVING RELATED CRASHES  

 

 
 
 

IMPAIRED DRIVERS IN CRASHES BY AGE AND SEX – 2016  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION 
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UNDERAGE DRINKING – LANCASTER COUNTY 

 

Of particular concern is the involvement of impaired drivers under the age of 21. Eighteen(18%) 
percent of the driver deaths in the 16-20 age group were impaired drivers, down from 26% in 2011 
but up from 17% in 2012.  
 
The following charts clearly reveal the problem.  The first 
chart is “Lifetime Use,” and defined as  the percentage of 
students who tried the particular substance at least once in 
their lifetime.  The second chart “30-day Use,” reports 
whether the student has recently used the drug – this is a 
more sensitive measure of current activities. 
Of particular concern is the involvement of drinking drivers 
under the age of 21. 16% of the driver deaths in the 16-20 age group were drinking drivers, up from 
13% in 2014. Improvement in this age group is a very important need.  
 

▶ Of equal focus is the 21 to 25 age group, in which 44% of the driver deaths were drinking drivers. 

This age group had the second worst percentage of all groups, and was up from 43% in 2014. The 
26 to 30 age group increased to 37% from 31% in 2014.  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Alcohol remains the most 

widely and frequently used 

drug of choice for teens. 
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There are several specific fundamental questions that the DUI Council challenges itself to answer in preparation for 
each grant year:    
 

1. How do we stop the impaired driver from driving? 
 

 Prevention specialists, along with those in the judicial arena, are beginning to embrace what 
the treatment field has long known – that incarceration is a band-aid that temporarily abates the 
problem.  Although incarceration is a necessary action, so is the need to end the cycle of addiction 
that leads to recidivism.   
 What needs to happen here is to bridge the gaps that exist between all professions that come 
in contact with this issue by creating venues that cross over traditional professional borders and 
increases opportunities for the sharing of information that each other might not otherwise receive.   
Providing more diverse educational opportunities will go a long way in closing those gaps, allowing 
for each profession to have a more multi-dimensional view of the problem.     
The part that the DUI Council plays in the overall process of addressing this problem is to remain 
vigilant at the core of the issue by bringing together the resources and stakeholders that can help 
make change happen. 
 

2. How can we engage community members to take ownership and responsibility? 
 

 There are two key players who are truly the first line of defense to prevent the impaired 
driver from getting behind the wheel:  licensed beverage establishment owners and servers. 
The DUI Council sponsors Responsible Alcohol Management Program (RAMP) training 
throughout Lancaster County.  Training the owner and server is the first step, getting them to feel 
the weight of responsibility that they have, and then to furthermore have the fortitude to implement 
the power behind that responsibility is quite another consideration altogether.   
 For many owners and servers, the RAMP training is their first exposure to in-depth 
information about Pennsylvania’s liquor laws, how to identify an intoxicated patron, and the tools to 
determine the necessary course of action.   
 

3. How do we convince the motoring public to designate a sober driver when they 

know they will be drinking? 
 

 The problem lies in the general population’s lack of understanding of the actual definition of 
a designated driver (DD).  The DD is not the person who has drank the least amount of alcohol, it 
is the person who abstains.  It’s extremely important that the drinker designates a driver before 
he/she starts to drink, before they lose their ability to make a safe decision.   
There’s an app for that!  Our challenge is to get that information out to the public.  For example, the 
National Highway Traffic Administration has a mobile app (SaferRide) that will not only contact a 
local taxi service for the user, but will also identify the user’s location in the event that the person is 
unable to recall their physical location.  And then there’s Uber.  The point is that with all of the 
available technology today, there is no excuse for anyone to get behind the wheel impaired. 
How do we reach the general population with this information?  Through advertising in every 
possible venue; the Police Taxi, billboards, posters, educational materials at health fairs, beverage 
coasters, and social media.  Just to name a few.   
   
 
 
 

UNDERSTANDING THE PROBLEM  
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4. How can we help our youth make safe, healthy choices? 
 

 We have partnered with several state and local entities to consider this question in depth, 
and in most cases action has been taken.  For example, the DUI Council operates the Sticker Shock 
Program, and partners with Pennsylvania SADD and local high school SADD Chapters to facilitate 
activities, disseminate educational materials, and provide scholarship funding for student & faculty 
advisor training.   
 Marketing experts have long known the value of peer-to-peer outreach.  If you want to reach 
a particular target audience, you engage a member of that target audience, and convince them to 
become an advocate for your product.  This is commonly referred to as Peer-to-Peer Amplification, 
and it is an effective means in mobilizing the target audience.   
 Another means is through parents and other adults.  Alcohol remains a socially acceptable 
recreational drug that too many adults still think is a rite of passage for teens.  The Council is 
determined to convey the message that not only is this a dangerous mindset and potentially lethal, 
but it’s illegal.  Parents don’t know the laws, don’t know that they can be held liable, and don’t know 
that it’s illegal to provide alcohol to all minors, including their own child. 
 In addition to the issue of alcohol use/abuse, the Council is addressing the accelerated use of 
other drugs that are threatening the health and lives of youth at an alarming rate; i.e. heroin, 
synthetic marijuana.  We have been working to educate ourselves as advocates, as well as providing 
trainings and informational resources to Lancaster County professionals that have direct contact 
with youth and who face this issue on a regular basis.   
 We can’t help youth make healthy decisions if the adults in their everyday life aren’t on the 
same page with us.  Educating parents is crucial, however, our experience (and that of our partners) 
is that parents aren’t likely to come to town hall meetings, or the like, in the evening. The DUI 
Council has used some of its time this year to research major local employers who might partner in a 
lunch & learn program where we bring the message to where the adults are – at work – providing 
them with a brief 15-minute, informal presentation while they dine.  This has become a common 
place practice that has proven to be very successful technique that encourages open dialogue.  
 

5. What additional training can we provide that isn’t already being provided? 
 

 We will continue to be cognizant of every issue on the forefront when we plan our annual 
DUI Awareness Conference, and we are always considering where the gaps in training and education 
exist in each individual profession.  When those gaps are identified, the Council develops training or 
finds the experts to conduct the trainings. 
 In the later part of this grant period, the Council opened a line of communication with  high 
school student assistance programs in preparation for providing them with a training opportunity. 
The Council has access to a training that focuses on understanding the current generation of 
Millennials, offering them a unique perspective in understanding the distinctive characteristics of the 
current generation.   
 Herein is one of the greatest values in partnerships and networking. The Council has been 
fortunate to have forged relationships with some of the most highly regarded experts in the state, 
and even in the country, willing to assist the Council in this endeavor; most providing their services 
free of charge. 
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26
TH

 ANNUAL DUI AWARENESS CONFERENCE 

 

This year’s conference theme thoroughly sums up the absolute 
goal of this conference.  Year after year, this conference brings 
together myriad of professionals who share a dedication.  On 
June 21st, 191 professionals from throughout Lancaster and 
surrounding counties joined together for a day of education and 
networking. 
 

The challenge of coordinating this event is providing break-out 
sessions that are new and innovative, and that will meet the 
training needs of an audience who represents a variety of 
professions.  To do this, we consider three categories that reflect 
that broad range, and then arrange the workshops into three 
sessions so that there is something to interest everyone 

throughout the day.  What is most significant is observing a crossover.  For example, often law 
enforcement and probation will attend a workshop intended for treatment professionals, and vice 
versa.  This wasn’t always the case.  Over the years, individuals realized their need to participate in 
diverse training opportunities in order to be well-rounded and more effective in their fields.   
 

Workshops provided were “Sovereign Citizen Encounters” presented by form Wisconsin District 
Attorney Jim Camp.  “Everything You Wanted to Know About Treatment” provided by Maryilyn 
Stein.  Drug Recognition Expert John Witkowski provided insight with “Medical Marijuana and 
Drug Trends”.  “Search and Seizure” was presented by David Drumheller, Esq., and former ADA 
of Franklin County, also Pennsylvania’s Traffic Safety Resource Prosecutor.  Rounding out the 
educational options was Jerry Spangler from the Department of Drug & Alcohol Programs with his 
presentation of the state’s “DUI Treatment Compliance Project”.     
 

 
 
 
You could literally hear a pin drop when Jim Camp 
delivered his keynote address:  “Skin in the Game.”  
His presentation was extremely empowering for those 
who are operate daily within the field of alcohol/drug 
use/abuse.  The bottom line of his delivery was the 
personal attachment that most of us have, or should 
have, to our professions.  
  
 
 
 
 
 

 

ADDRESSING THE PROBLEM – 

EDUCATION, ADVOCACY & OUTREACH 
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This year’s event included the Council’s 
annual recognition of Lancaster County’s 
“DUI Top Gun” awards, delivered to 
officers who have performed above and 
beyond to remove impaired drivers from 
Lancaster County roadways.  Sixteen officers 
were honored.  District Attorney Craig 
Stedman serviced as emcee for the awards. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In our attempt to gather measurable outcomes from this event, a question was included in this year’s 
participant evaluation form:  “Tell us something new that you learned today that you did not know 
before attending this conference.”  All but two responses included statements revealing that this 
was, in fact, an extremely worthwhile training experience.  The majority of responses were very 
specific to what the individual learned.  The overall determination would be that this event provided 
a significant training/learning opportunity for its attendees. 
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RESPONSIBLE ALCOHOL MANAGEMENT PROGRAM  (RAMP) 

 

During the 2016-2017 fiscal year, the Council underwrote the cost ($3,000) for 140 Lancaster 
County licensed beverage owners/servers from 11 establishments to receive the Pennsylvania 
Liquor Control Board’s Responsible Alcohol Management Program (R.A.M.P.) certification 
trainings conducted by PLCB trainer and DUI Council member Crystal Hartz.  
 
At the Council’s direction, Crystal extends an invitation for training to specific establishments based 
on data.  The Council analyzes data compiled by the Pennsylvania State Police Bureau of Liquor 
Control Enforcement that determines (via violation records) compliance, or non-compliance, of 
licensed establishments to PA liquor laws. Another means of determining targeted training is merely 
through word-of-mouth reports of ‘nuisance bars,’ and bars that have a reputation for serving 
minors. 
 
The training is offered in two formats; classroom or on-line.  The on-line course is an audio-visual 
program that is narrated by Crystal as the student follows along with a series of slides.  It also 
includes a downloadable/printable manual.  At the end of either course, there is a test that must be 
passed before certification is granted. 
 
The DUI Council regards the RAMP training as an integral part of the process of prevention and 
intervention.  Those who own licensed beverage establishments learn how to set policy within their 
place of business, so they benefit greatly from this training.  The servers are the front line of 
preventing an impaired person from driving.  This training helps them to know Pennsylvania’s laws 
as they pertain to serving alcohol, their liabilities and responsibilities.  It also teaches them how to 
identify intoxication and how to manage precarious situations.  Since there is a segment on fake 
ID’s, RAMP training is also an underage drinking prevention tool.  It’s an invaluable educational 
tool all around.   

 
 

ACT OUT LOUD RALLY 

 
In 2013, the DUI Council began co-coordinating this week-long event with Solanco High School’s 
student led group “Act Out Loud”.  The goal of that week (May 16-20) was to raise awareness 
throughout the building’s entire student body.  The week culminated on Friday, May 1st with an 
indoor health fair.  We arranged for a dozen local organizations to set-up exhibits in the gymnasium 
so that the school’s 1,100 students could visit each in a round-robin style event throughout the day.  
The day wrapped up with a mock crash set up for the seniors.   
 
Along with coordinating exhibitors, the Council provided the Police Taxi for the entire week, and 
set-up an informational booth focusing on underage drinking and the affect it can have on one’s 
future and career plans.  The Council also sponsored three gift cards for the prize drawings; (2) $25 
Visa gift cards and (2) $25 Turkey Hill gift cards.  Students who visited at least six (6) exhibitors (and 
got their card stamped by each) were eligible for the drawings. 
 
The other exhibitors that the Council partnered with were: Lancaster Boys & Girls Club, Gaudenzia, 
Mourning Light Foundation, Pennsylvania State Police, YWCA SAPCC, Spanish American Civic 
Association, Coby’s Family Services, and the Center for Traffic Safety. 
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THE POLICE TAXI 

 
During this grant year, the Police Taxi attended 
14 events, reaching nearly 10,000 people.  
That number does not come anywhere 
remotely close to the including contacts that 
are made as it is driven to and from each event, 
as motorists and bystanders are exposed to the 
message. 
 
Wherever it goes it gets everyone’s attention, 
turns heads, sparks conversation, and gets 
people thinking.  
 
Community events the taxi appeared at this grant 
period included:  Northern Lancaster County Regional Police Department’s Night Out, 
Pennsylvania State Police’s Camp Cadet, Lancaster County Recovery Alliance’s “Recovery Night” at 
the Lancaster Barnstormers, Manheim Borough’s Farm Show Parade, Thaddeus Steven’s College of 
Technology’s “Red Ribbon Week,” Pennsylvania SADD’s eastern regional conference, and Solanco 
High School’s “Act Out Loud Rally.”  
 
 
 
 

The Police Taxi is a mobile message board reminding observers that there are other options 

available instead of driving while under the influence.  One way it accomplishes this goal is by 

listing the cost of one ride compared to the other ride.  A DUI (a term commonly used to 

reference driving under the influence of alcohol) or a DUI-D (a term used to reference driving 

under the influence of a drug, other than alcohol) will result in a ride in a police car and will 

cost upwards of $10,500 when considering legal fees, court costs, insurance increases, etc.  On 

the other hand, a responsible drinker would choose instead to ride in a taxi that would cost them, 

on average, $20.  The total average costs of a DUI/DUI-D are listed on the hood of the vehicle. 

  

The Police Taxi is available to attend any event, activity, social gathering, training, etc. free of 

charge.  A member of the DUI Council can deliver it to any activity where it can serve its 

purpose.   
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SADD CONFERENCE SCHOLARSHIPS 

 
The Pennsylvania SADD Office (housed, administered, and staffed by the PA DUI Association), 
coordinates two annual regional conferences; one in Seven Springs for the western side of the state, 
and one in Lancaster for the eastern half.  The conference is a means of educating, training, and 
empowering SADD student members and their adult advisors.  It is a one-day event with a very full 
schedule of general sessions and breakout sessions offering innovative activity ideas, and training by 
some of the best professionals in the field focusing on issues facing today’s youth.  It is an 
experience that we strongly believe is essential to chapter building and effectiveness.   
 
In our ongoing effort to support and sustain SADD Chapters in Lancaster County, the Council 
offered scholarships, on a first-come, first-served basis to every high school through both their SAP 
and SADD chapters.  Schools that received funding were:  Elizabethtown Area High School (14), 
Hempfield High School (11), Cocalico High School (10), and Solanco High School (11). The 
Council sponsored a total of 46 students and advisors from Hempfield (9), Elizabethtown (10), 
and Solanco (10); twenty-five students, 5 adult advisors. 
 
The advisors were required to submit a post-event evaluation giving theirs and their students’ input, 
rating the educational value of the conference on a scale of 1 to 5 (5 being the highest), and each 
submitted fives.  In each case, the advisors and students reported that the conference “met” or 
“exceeded” their expectations. 
 
  

COLLEGIATE WELLNESS SCHOLARSHIPS 

 
Every institution of higher learning was invited to submit a mini-grant proposal for to apply toward 
drug and alcohol awareness/prevention activities on their respective campuses.  Thaddeus Stevens 
College of Technology each applied and was awarded $1000.   
 
Stevens will be using the funding to offset costs associated with installing a drug testing program for 
all entering students (1,300) as another step toward a zero tolerance campus policy. They are taking 
the same approach as employers who hire students, by using drug testing to decrease the likelihood 
of use for students enrolled in their “safety sensitive” programs.   
 
 

COMMUNITIES THAT CARE (CTC)  

 
The Council continues to lend support and resources to the Elizabethtown chapter of CTC.  In 
addition, it will be reaching out to several other CTC’s that are new to Lancaster County.  
 
 

MEMBERSHIP DRIVE/BUSINESS & INDUSTRY 

 
The Council has been actively pursuing the expansion of its membership base to incorporate 
newcomers that could offer fresh insight.  A specific target has been business and industry.   
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LUNCH & LEARN 

 
This new format of reaching a target audience has become increasingly frequent in use and success.  
The Council recently introduced its program to area businesses.  Topics to be covered include, but 
are not limited to:  legal consequences and costs of a DUI , the growing problem of drug impaired 
driving, what to do when you find yourself unable to safely drive, Pennsylvania’s Zero Tolerance 
Underage Drinking Law, limiting alcohol access by youth, talking to your teen about alcohol, what 
you can do as the parent, etc.  Employers may choose one topic or may wish for a blend.  That will 
ultimately be determined by any issues the employer feels are pertinent to its business and its 
employees. 
 
A presentation was made to employees at Colonial Metal (Columbia, PA) in three sessions to cover 
all three of its shifts (105 employees), and to Lancaster County Sewer Authority for approximately 
100 employees. 
 
 
 

SOCIAL MEDIA – FACEBOOK  

 
Posts are timely based and motivated by circumstances such as 
holidays, news reports, enforcement mobilization, research/statistical 
research, and policy and legislative activity.  Throughout this grant 
period, 175 posts were made that, according to Facebook analytics, 
reached 15,934 people. 
 
Fan Base:  those people who have ‘liked’ our page and so all of our 
posts show on their newsfeeds. 
 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
People Reached:  this includes everyone that views our timeline and 
our posts.  It also includes our fans.  Much of this outreach occurs 
when a fan shares our posts on their timeline, reaching all of their 
friends and followers. 
 

 
 
 

WHERE OUR FANS  

ARE FROM 
 

145 Lancaster County 

1 Maryland 

1 New Jersey 

3 Alabama 

1 California 

1 Missouri  

1 New Jersey 

1 India 

39 Other areas outside of 

 Lancaster County but 

 within Pennsylvania 
 

 

HOW FAR IS OUR 

REACH 
 

Of the 15,934 people reached, 

the majority are within the 

United States. Other countries 

include: 
 

Canada 

United Kingdom 

Australia 

Philippines 

Sweden 

Puerto Rico 

Austria 

Germany 

Japan 

Brazil 

Pakistan 

Colombia 

Djibouti 
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WEBSITE (www.duicouncil.org) 

 

Keeping website development within the group rather than outsourcing has allowed the Council to 
continue to be fiscally conservative, saving a significant amount of money.  The Council’s website 
underwent a complete overhaul and update over the past two grant periods, making it much more 
effective, user friendly, and a more lucrative resource to its visitors. 
 

PAID MEDIA 

 

  Lancaster County Barnstormers Program Ad  
 

For four consecutive years, the Council has placed a  
½ page ad in the Barnstormer’s game program that 
runs from April to September. 
 
The program is printed for both home and away 
games.  There are 70 games with an average attendance 
of 4,500.  That’s a potential for 315,000 views.   
   
The demographics are perfect for our message: 
 

o 75% of attendees are between the ages of 19 
and 54. 
o 52% are male; 48% female 
 
 

  Billboards: 
 

The Council budgeted for two billboards.  
Unfortunately, with the delay in the release 
of funding due to the state budget 
impasse, the billboard that was planned 
for a fall placement was not able to be 
posted.  The billboard pictured here was 
placed during the month of June. 
 
The message was placed along I-283 in an 
area known for high incidences of DUI-
related arrests.  At 176,487 views per 
week, during the four week period it was 
posted, the potential views could reach 
706,070. 
 

As was mentioned earlier in this report, much of the Council’s focus is motivated by state and local 
activity.  The decision to feature drug-related impaired driving was based on data showing that 50% 
of impaired driving arrests in Pennsylvania are due to drug impairment (DUI-D)   
 
The identification and successful prosecution of DUI-D is due, in large part, to a remarkable group 
of specially trained state and local law enforcement officers known as Drug Recognition Experts 
who have undergone extensive, rigorous specialized training.  There are currently 5 certified DREs 
in Lancaster County. 
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Traditionally, this page of our annual report is penned anonymously on behalf of the Council’s 
membership – although the author is initially identified on the cover page.   
 

 
Now, back to the business at hand – the final analysis of yet another successful year saving lives by 
empowering the community to change social norms, and to make safe, healthy, smart decisions.   
 
If we crunch the numbers from within this report, during the 12-month grant period of July 1, 2016 
to June 30, 2017, the DUI Council’s messages were delivered to 1,124,719.    
 
The Council did not do this alone.  To our partners, we extend our deepest gratitude.  We are 
indebted to you for your support; without which we could not accomplish one single goal.  We 
realize that.  We look forward to continuing those partnerships for years to come. 
 
 
 
 
 
Special thanks to the Pennsylvania Department of Health’s Department of Drug & Alcohol 
Programs, the Lancaster County Drug & Alcohol Commission, and Compass Mark. 

CONCLUSION – 

A MESSAGE TO OUR PARTNERS & OUR MEMBERSHIP 


